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Abstract 

In this paper we propose a new approach to the estimation of the stochastic 

differential equations (SDE’s) from discretely sampled data and apply the 

proposed method to examine the volatility of the interest rate on the Japanese call 

money rate data.  For the estimation of the SDE’s from discretely sampled data, 

the traditional approach in the econometric literature is to use a discretization of 

the original continuous-time model.  This approach requires the assumption that 

the sampling intervals tend to 0, as the sample size increases, in order to insure the 

consistency of the estimators.  In many applications in finance, however, the 

sampling intervals are not sufficiently small.  We propose an estimation 

procedure which does not require the restrictive assumption.  We derive a set of 

moment equations from the original continuous-time model and use them as the 

orthogonality conditions for a generalized method of moments (GMM) estimation 

procedure.  The GMM estimates thus obtained are shown to provide the 

consistency and the asymptotic normality, as the sample size increases, with the 

sampling intervals being kept fixed.  The proposed method is applied to an 

interest rate model on the Japanese call money rate data and is compared with the 

traditional approach. 
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� Introduction

In many �elds of �nance the use of stochastic di�erential equations �SDE�s� has become an indis�

pensable ingredient to model the dynamics of a variety of random phenomena such as the behavior

of asset prices� In real applications the parameters of the equation are unknown and need to be

estimated� In most cases we have at our disposal only discretely sampled data on the equation and

then it is a common practice to use the discretization of the original continuous�time model for the

estimation�

For example	 in a comparative study of various single�factor term structure models nested in

an SDE of the form

����� dXt 
 ��� �Xt�dt� �X�
t dWt�

Chan	 Karolyi	 Longsta� and Sanders����a	 ���b� used the following discrete�time model

���� Xti �Xti��

 � � �Xti��

� �ti � � � i � n

�ti jXti��
� N

�
�� ��X��

ti��

�

where ti�s are sampling points when the process is observed�� They apply the generalized method

of moments �GMM� estimation to the discrete�time model ���� to estimate the parameters of the

original continuous�time model ������

The GMM estimates thus obtained are known to be consistent and asymptotically normally�

distributed under some regularity conditions� see Hansen ������ However this is under the as�

sumption that the data are generated from the discrete�time model ����� Thus we cannot expect

that the GMM estimators converge to the true parameter values of the continuous�time model

�����	 as n��� The same is true if the maximum likelihood �ML� estimation method is used for

the GMM estimation� Theoretically this point may be defended by assuming that

����� maxf�ti � ti���� � � i � ng � �

as n � �� Under this assumption the process de�ned by ���� converges weakly to the process

de�ned by ����� as n � � and thus the GMM estimators	 as well as the ML estimators	 are

consistent�

�This type of discretization scheme� known as the Euler�s method� seems popular in �nance� Various schemes such

as Heun and Runge�Kutta methods have been proposed in the other �elds� Recently Ozaki ��		
� introduced a new

discretization scheme which may yield computationally stable discrete�time models�





But it should be noted that in many applications the sampling points ti�s are �xed and maxf�ti�
ti���� � � i � ng is not su�ciently small� Then the discrete�time model ���� may misrepresent the

true nature of model ������

Statistical inference for SDE�s has been relatively well developed under the assumption ������

see Praksa Rao ������ for a survey in the area� However	 there seem to be very few studies which

address the estimation problem of SDE�s without assuming ����� A rare exceptions is provided

by Lo ������ in which an ML estimation is considered based on the exact conditional probability

density of Xti given the level of Xti��
which is obtained as a solution of the Kolmogorov�s forward

equation� However	 the Lo�s method seems limited mainly to the theoretical issue because even a

simple equation such as ����� cannot provide explicit solutions aside from a few exceptional cases

such that � 
 �� �

The main purpose of the present study is to present an alternative estimation procedure for

SDE�s that is free from the discretizations such as ���� and does not require ������ We derive a set

of moment equations from the original continuous�time model and use them as the orthogonality

conditions for a GMM procedure� The GMM estimates thus obtained are shown to converge to the

true parameter values of the continuous�time model without ������

In Section  we present a model and a lemma to derive a set of moment equations� In Section

� we propose a GMM estimation procedure and present some asymptotic results� In Section � we

apply the proposed method to estimate the parameter � of ����� on the Japanese call money rate

data and compare the results with those based on the discretization� In Section � we give some

brief concluding remarks�

� ORTHOGONALITY CONDITIONS

In this section we derive orthogonality conditions from a given SDE to be used for the GMM

estimation�

Let fXt� t � �g be a real�valued process satisfying the stochastic di�erential equation

���� dXt 
 a�Xt� ��dt� b�Xt� ��dWt� t � ��

where fWt� t � �g is a standard Brownian motion and � represents a vector of unknown parameters

�When � � ��� the solution is explicitly given as a noncentral chi�square density �Cox Ingersoll and Ross� �	���

p��	��� In this case� however� it seems di�cult to apply the Lo�s method to the actual data since the noncentral

chi�square density involves the modi�ed Bessel function�

�



in a compact subset � of the p�dimensional Euclidean space� We suppose that a�Xt� �� and b�Xt� ��

are known real�valued continuous functions on R��

We are concerned with the estimation problem about � when fXt� t � �g is observed at

equidistant sampling points fti� � � i � ng where ti��� ti 
 � for all i � �� Unlike the traditional

approach	 we do not assume that �� ��

Henceforth we shall make the following assumptions�

Assumption ���

�i� The initial random variable X is such that E�X�� 	��

�ii� For each � there is a strictly increasing continuous function 
 with positive constant K such

that for each x� y

jb�x� ��� b�y� ��j � 
�jx� yj�

where 
��� 
 � and for all � � � Z �

�

���u�du 
��

�iii� For each � there is a strictly increasing and concave function  with ja�x��a�y�j � �jx�yj�
where ��� 
 � and for all � � � Z �

�
���u�du 
��

Under Assumptions �� equation ���� has a unique �weak� solution with probability � and the

solution is a continuous local martingale �see Durrett	 ����	 Theorem ������� and x�����

Assumption ��� For all t � � Xt has the same distribution as the initial random variable X�

This assumption implies that fXt� t � �g is stationary� Now we have the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Let Assumptions �� and � be satis�ed� Let h be a twice continuously di�erentiable

function on R� into R� such that E�jh�Xt�j� 	�� Then

���� E�h��Xt�a�Xt� �� � ����h���Xt�b
��Xt� ��� 
 ��

Proof� By Ito formula �e�g� Durrett	 ����	 Theorem ����� Yt � h�Xt� satis�es integral of the form

Yt � Y� 


Z t

�
fh��Xs�a�Xs� �� � ����h���Xs�b�Xs� ��ds�

Z t

�
h���Xs�b

��Xs� ��dWs�

�



Taking expectations we have

���� E�

Z t

�
fh��Xs�a�Xs� �� � ����h���Xs�b

��Xs� ��gds�


 E�
Z t

�
h���Xs�b

��Xs� ��dWs��E�Yt � Y�� 
 ��

By Fubini�s Theorem

���� E�
Z t

�
fh��Xs�a�Xs� �� � ����h���Xs�b

��Xs� ��ds�




Z t

�
E�fh��Xs�a�Xs� �� � ����h���Xs�b

��Xs� ���ds


 tE�fh��X��a�X�� �� � ����h���X��b
��X�� ����

Combining ���� with ���� we have the desired conclusion� �

� THE ESTIMATION

The sample version of equation ��� is

����� ���n�
nX
i��

�h��Xti�a�Xti� �� � ����h���Xti�b�Xti� ��� 
 ��

We propose to use ����� as a device for generating a set of orthogonality conditions for the GMM

estimation�

For any integer r � p let h�� h�� � � � � � hr be a set of twice continuously di�erentiable functions�

For each � � i � n write Xi � Xti and put

M�Xi� �� 


�
BBBBBBB�

h���Xi�a�Xi� �� �
�
�h

��
��Xi�b�Xi� ��

h���Xi�a�Xi� �� �
�
�h

��
��Xi�b�Xi� ��

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

h�r�Xi�a�Xi� �� �
�
�h

��
r �Xi�b�Xi� ��

�
CCCCCCCA
�

Let �� denote the true value of �� Then by Lemma �� we have a set of population moment

equations

E�M�Xi� �
��� 
 ��

De�ne the sample moment as

Mn��� � �

n

nX
i��

M�Xi� ���

�



Then the minimizer �� of

Qn��� �Mn���
�Mn����

is a member of a class of GMM estimators of ���

Note that under the conditions assumed in Section  Xt is a continuous stationary Markov

process� Then for each t � � de�ne the transition operator Ht of X by

Htf�x� 
 E�f�Xt�jX� 
 x�� �� 	 x 	�

for any bounded Borel measurable function f on R�� Now de�ne

jHtj� 
 sup
ff �E�f�X	
��g

E��Htf�
��

E�f��

���

�

Then fXt� t � �g is said to satisfy the condition G��s� �� if there is s � � such that jHsj� � � for

some � 	 � 	 � and s � � �Banon	 ������

To derive the asymptotic properties of �� we make the additional assumption on fXt� t � �g�

Assumption ��� fXt� t � �g satis�es the condition G��s� �� for some � 	 � 	 � and s � ��

Note that the G� condition implies that fXti� i � �g is the exponentially strong�mixing condition

�e�g� Rosenblatt	 ����	 p����� Thus	 under Assumptions ����� and ���	 fXi� � � i � ng can be

regarded as observations on a discrete stationary process satisfying the exponentially strong�mixing

condition�

Conditions for the consistency and asymptotic normality of �� are presented in the following two

theorems� These theorems imply that it is possible to estimate the parameters of SDE�s without

appealing to the discretization� The proofs of the theorems are given in Appendix�

Theorem ��� Let Assumptions ���� ��� and 	�� be satis�ed and assume in addition that


�i� for each � � j � r and for each x 	 R mj�x� �� is continuous on � where mj�x� �� is the jth

element of M�x� ���

�ii� for each j

E�sup���jmj�X�� ��j� 	��

�iii� �M��� � E�M�X�� ��� is continuous on ��

�iv� �M��� has a unique � at � 
 ���

�



Then �� � �� in pr� as n���

Theorem ��� Let the conditions of Theorem 	�� be satis�ed and assume in addition that


�i� � is convex and �� is an interior point of �

�ii� ������Qn��� and �������������Qn��� are well de�ned as vector and matrix� respectively� of

random functions on ��

�iii� for � � j � r and for � � k�� k� � p

E�sup���j�����k��mj�X�� ��j� 	�

and

E�sup���j�����k�������k��mj�X�� ��j� 	��

�iv� for � � j � r and for � � k�� k� � p

E������k��mj�X�� ��� 
 �����k��E�mj�X�� ���

and

E������k�������k��mj�X�� ��� 
 �����k�������k��E�mj�X�� ����

�v� The matrix A � �������������Q���� is non�singular�

Then

� � lim
n��

V ar

�
����n� nX

i��

�
� rX
j��

E�mj��
���������mj�Xi� ��

�
A
�
A

converges� and if

�vi� � is non�singular�

then
p
n��� � ���� N��� �A���A��� in distribution as n���

�



� AN APPLICATION TO THE INTEREST RATES MODEL

In this section we apply the proposed method to estimate the parameter � of the stochastic dif�

ferential equation ����� on the Japanese call money rate data� We also compare the results with

those based on the discretization�

Let Xt represent the interest rate at time t� Then the parameter � is the elasticity of the

volatility to the the level of Xt� Many alternative term structure models are nested in ����� and

the � is the most important parameter to distinguish among the alternative models� When � is

�	 equation ����� represents a model of constant volatility which is used in Vacisek ������� When

� is greater than �	 model ����� becomes a model of varying volatility� The case where � is ���

corresponds to the square root process of Cox	 Ingersoll and Ross ������� The case where � is �

corresponds to the process which appears in Brennan and Schwartz �������

��� THE IDENTIFIABILITY

With orthogonality conditions such as ����� Condition �iv� of Theorem ��� is not satis�ed for the

parameter vector � � ��� �� ��� �� unless some value of �� � and � is known� However our method is

still applicable if our main interest is in the estimation of �� Now de�ne the transformed parameters

� � ����� � � �����

and let h be a twice continuously di�erentiable function� Then by Lemma �� we have

E�h��X����� �X�� � ����h���X��X
��
� � 
 ��

It is a moot point what functional forms are appropriate for h� One idea would be to choose h so

that the asymptotic variance matrix is minimized in some sense� Here we simply choose it to be a

class of polynomials	 which correspond to using ordinary moments of X��

Putting	 for j 
 �	  and �

hj�x� 
 xj�j

we have ������
����	

�� E�X��� 
 �

E�X���� E�X�
��� � ����E�X��

� � 
 �

E�X�
� ���E�X�

� �� �E�X����
� � 
 ��

By eliminating � and � from the above set of equations we obtain

����� V ar�X��E�X����
� �� ����Cov�X�� X

�
��E�X��

� � 
 ��

�



Figure �� Monthly Call Money Rates from January ���� through December ���

Thus a su�cient condition for ��� �� �� to be identi�ed is that equation ����� has a unique zero� It

seems di�cult to check whether this condition holds in general� However	 for the cases in which

� is � and � is ���	 two exceptions where the marginal distribution of fX�t�� t � �g is known	 a

simple algebra shows that this condition is satis�ed in both case�

��� THE DATA

Our data is a monthly call money rate series in the Japanese market	 which runs from from January

���� to December ���	 yielding ��� values� It is collected from Bank of Japan Monthly Statistics�

It is the rate for the overnight repayment and has often been used as a typical short�term interest

rate in the past empirical studies of the Japanese economy�

Figure � plots the data and Table � and  summarize its characteristics�

Table �� Basic Statistics of Monthly Call Money Rates from January ���� through December ���

n Mean Std� Dev� Minimum Maximum Skewness Kurtosis

��� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������� �������

�



Table � Autocorrelations of Monthly Call Money Rates from January ���� through December

���


� 
� 
� 
 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
�� 
�� 
��

��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��

��� ESTIMATION RESULTS

In addition to h�� h�� h� used in Section ��� we tried h� h�� h�� h�� h� where for j 
 �� �� �� �� �

hj�x� � xj���

�j � ����
�

The results are summarized in Table �� The values in the parentheses are asymptotic t�statistics�

We also applied the ML and GMM methods used in Chan	 Karolyi	 Longsta� and Sanders

����a	 ���b� which adopted the orthogonality conditions derived from the discrete�time model

����� The results are summarized in Table � with asymptotic t�statistics in parentheses� It must

be noted that these t�statistics are calculated under the asymptotic situation where n� � while

� is �xed� Thus some reservation is needed to interpret these values since the proper asymptotic

set�up in this case should be such that �� � as n���

Table �� Estimates by the proposed method

orthogonality conditions � � �

case � ������ ������ ���������

���������� ������� �������

case  ������ ������ ��������

������������ ������ ��������

case � ����� ������� �����

������������� ������� �������

� CONCLUDING REMARKS

The GMM estimation proposed in this paper provides us with an important alternative to existing

methods for estimating the stochastic di�erential equations when the sampling intervals are not

��



Table �� Estimates based on the discrete�time model

� � � � � ��

ML ������ ������ ������� ������� ������� ������

������ ����� ������� ������

GMM ����� ����� �������� ������ ������ �����

������ ������ ������� ������

su�ciently small� We have shown that the consistency and the asymptotic normality can be

established without the traditional assumption that the sampling intervals tend to ��

We have also applied the proposed method to estimate the volatility parameter of the interest

rate model on the Japanese call money rate data and compared the results with those based on

the discretization�

The proposed method has a limitation that all the information resulting from its orthogonality

conditions is that contained in the marginal distribution of the SDE� Since the correspondence

between the SDE and its marginal distribution and is not unique in general �Ozaki	 �����	 this

may cause some di�culty in identifying the parameters� However	 as indicated in Section �	 it is

still possible to identify some of the important parameters and thus to apply the proposed method�

APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM ���

We use the following fundamental theorem taken from Bierens �����	 page ��	 Theorem ������

Theorem A�� �Bierens�

Let ��Qn���� be a sequence of random functions on a compact set � 
 Rm such that for a continuous

real function Q��� on ��

�A��� sup
���

jQn���� �Q���j 
 op����

Let �n be any random vector in � satisfying

Qn��n� 
 inf
���

Qn���

��



and let �� be a unique point in � such that

Q���� 
 inf
���

Q����

Then �n � �� in probability��

To obtain the desired conclusion	 de�ne

�Q��� � �M���� �M����

By conditions �iii� and �iv� of Theorem ��� �Q��� is continuous on � and has a unique minimum at

� 
 ��� Thus it remains to show �A���� Now put

L � max��j�rE�sup��� jmj�X�� ��j��

Then we have

�Q���� Qn���


 �Mn���� �M������Mn���� �M���� � �Mn���� �M����� �M����


 ��Mn���� �M��������Mn���� �M����� � ��Mn���� �M������ �M���

� r�fmax��j�rsup��� j���n�
nX
i��

�mj�Xi� ���E�mj�Xi� ����jg�

� r�Lfmax��j�rsup���j���n�
nX
i��

�mj�Xi� ��� E�mj�Xi� ����jg

Thus it su�ces to show that for each � � j � r

sup���j���n�
nX
i��

�mj�Xi� ���E�mj�Xi� ����j 
 op����

which follows from Theorem ����� of Bierens ������ in view of Assumption ��� and conditions

�i���iv� of Theorem ���� �

PROOF OF THEOREM ���

We use the following fundamental theorem taken from Bierens �����	 page ��	 Theorem �����

Theorem A�� �Bierens�

Let the conditions of Theorem A�� be satis�ed and assume in addition that

�i� � is convex and �� is an interior point of ��

�ii� �������Qn��� and �������������Qn��� are well de�ned as vector and matrix� respectively of

random functions on ��

�



�iii�
p
n�������Qn����� Nm��� A�� where A� is a positive semi�de�nite m�m matrix�

�iv� for k�� k� 
 �� � � � � � m�

�A�� sup
�
j�����k�������k��Qn���� �����k�������k��Q���j 
 op����

where the sup is taken on a neighborhood of �� and the limit function involved is continuous

at ���

�v� the matrix A� 
 �������������Q���� is non�singular�

Then
p
n��n � ���� Nm

�
�� A��� A�A

��
�

�
� �

First	 notice that	 for � � k�� k� � p	 �A�� follows from the same argument as in Proof of

Theorem ��� using conditions �iii� and �iv� of Theorem ��� Thus we only need to show that

p
n������Qn��

��� N��� ��� in distribution�

To see this let d be an arbitrary p�dimensional vector of constant elements and let

Zi �
rX

j��

E�mj��
��������mj�Xi� �

���

Then the asymptotic distribution of

d�������Qn��
�� 
 

rX
j��

���n�
nX
i��

mj�Xi� �
�����n�

nX
i��

d�������mj�xi� �
��

is equivalent to that of ��n�
Pn

i�� d
�Zi since ���n�

Pn
i��mj�Xi� �� 
 E�mj���� � op��� for each j�

Therefore it su�ces to show that

�A��� ���
p
n�

nX
i��

d�Zi � N��� d��d� in distribution

for each d �
 ��

Notice that fd�Zigsatis�es the conditions of Theorem ����� of Ibragimov and Linnik ������

and that E�d�Zi� 
 �� Thus

���d� � limn��V ar



���n�

nX
i��

d�Zi

�


 d�limn��V ar



���n�

nX
i��

Zi

�
d

converges for each d �
 �	 and so	 � 
 limn��V ar ����n�
Pn

i�� Zi� converges� Then it follows from

�iv� that ���d� 
 d��d � � for any d �
 �	 which implies �A���� �

��
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